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Abstract. This study suggests the way of documents recommend in neural
algorithm based on multi-word wrappers for high quality output in big data
environment. Neural algorithm has advantage of prediction after a lot of
learning. Neural algorithm has good predicting rate, generation of big data
maybe can be good environment for learning. But many data can include
worthless information. This approach can‟t lead to efficient for documents
recommend. So we suggest multi-word wrapper for enhancing result. Our
model use both dictionary perspective and user perspective. We expect our
suggesting model result that use multi-word wrapper has some advantage than
general approach.
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1

Introduction

Recently many studies to retrieve document user want have newly focused as the
advent of big-data, which is generated in real time. The way of document
recommendation in this environment is important. Most people want useful
information. But there are a lot of disadvantage in terms of obtaining useful
information due to tremendous data volume. For such reason, the need of technology
of personal document recommendation has been increasing. Existing general model
such as TF-IDF, cosine similarity and Jaccard similarity has limit to identify
characteristic of user. To solve this problem, we suggest multi-word-wrapper (MWW)
that can reflect user perspective. MWW consist of two levels. First level measure
value of word based on document topic and two level processes based on user
information. In addition we get relations between words using WordNet. It can obtain
more relational result with topic. Then input data about neural algorithm will be good.
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2

Related Research

2.1

Neural Algorithm

Representative learning algorithms are genetic algorithm and neural algorithm that try
move human study process to computer. Neural algorithm organize network
through many neural cell consist of neural model based on nerve cell.

(1)
Neural consist of many input data, weight of input data and critical point. We can
get output through various value that minus from critical value. If we obtain „u‟, it use
next formal. After getting value „u‟, it apply appropriate function. Then we can get „z‟.
Appropriate function has two. Step function has binary output. Sigmoid function has
continuous value that 1 to 0. We use sigmoid function. Output of sigmoid function
can use judgment to document similarity.

(2)

2.2

WordNet Analysis

This paper was try to add the relation between words and to process mean of word
using structure of WordNet. Because we apply two perspective that documents
perspective and users for value of word. Basically WordNet consist of linked list and
each node has synsets relations about one word. Next tables are sample of
classification about noun and verb.
Table 1.

Noun Classification Structure

{act, action}

Classification of Noun
{animal, fauna}

{artifact}

{attribute}
{communication}
{food}
{motive}

{body, corpus}
{event}
{group}
{natural object}

{cognition}
{feeling}
{location, place}
{natural}
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{person}
{process}
{shape}
{time}

{plant, flora}
{quantity}
{state, condition}

Table 2.

{bodily care}
{communication}
{contact}
{motion}

{possession}
{relation}
Substance}

Verb classification structure

Classification of Verb
{change}
{competition}
{creation}
{perception}

{cognition}
{consumption}
{emotion}
{possession}

Synset is set of similar word. Fig. 1 is a example in relation network of WordNet.
That include hypernymy, hyponymy and meronymy. WordNet has many relations
between nodes. Node has four part of speech (Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb).
Words of WordNet have many relations for hypernym, hyponym, antonym and
meronym etc.

3
3.1

Suggested Method
Multi-Word Wrapper Structure

We choose machine learning mechanism to accurate measure in document similarity.
Base is mechanism is MWW. It is quantize to value of keyword in document through
two wrapping. Extracting keyword in document is based on document characteristic.
First extracted word is measured by document topic. And apply first wrapping
function. Continuously previous value applied, second wrapping function. It is
process run by user information. In other wise, if correspond word tendency and user
tendency, word value is increase. The result, we can extract keyword that has user
perspective and can calculate of similarity using extracted keyword. Fig. 2 is
suggesting diagram.
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Fig. 1

Diagram of WordNet Classification.

Fig. 2. Concept Diagram of Multi-Word Wrapper for Neural Network Algorithm

3.2

Preprocessing of Sentence using WordNet

A Word in document is measured by topic keyword. Classification of WordNet
follow table 1 and table 2. We add the relation to word that “Antonym”, “Hypernym”,
“Hyponym”, “Holonym” and “Meronym”. Table 3 show the sentence that is “I am
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happy becase Shellfish is very delicious”, as you can see, sentence separated token,
classification and description using API supplied by WordNet.
Table 3.

3.3

Example of Sentence Parsing using API of WordNet

Whole Function Structure of Our Processing

We input many document that already similar. Each document have various
information which many kinds of domain and semantics. For example topic, date, site
address and author information etc. We decide title using this information. First
wrapping, we allocate value to word of extracted frequency of word in document
based on document. And it hand over to second wrapper. Second wrapping is same
process but it is little different. Second our wrapper allocating the value to word based
on user information. In this way, various perspectives have meaning for one word.
After word wrapping is sorted by descending order. And we compare document for
similarity using the top word that ranked from 5 to 10. Each word in each document is
enough to be compare object, because it word properly reflecting topic in document
and user information. We use a “Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC)” for relation
between documents. It has two relations that positive correlation, negative correlation.
And use shingling for judgment whether compound word or simple word. Finally we
use TFiDF which word has best value in document. After this process, we can get
numerical words. So this word to be new input data for neural algorithm. And this
process repeat that each time make weight little differ until that algorithm say 'same'.
This process can find best similarity weight.
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Fig. 3. Whole Function Structure for Processing of Our Method

4

Conclusion

We has many attempting for variety raise similarity analysis result base on neural
algorithm. We begging word of the qualitative relationship between the word. In
succession, we add variety elements that word perspective and user perspective.
Finally, although we want verification this process system that combination of
different formulas, this system construct and test not yet. Suggested idea in this study,
since basic status for data analysis, design and implementation is not yet complete. So,
we more contribute and confirm our idea, next we design the detail function and
implement the test system, and will show excellent of our idea.
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